Empower every action with MOSAIQ® Oncology Analytics

Transform your EHR data into sound business intelligence. MOSAIQ Oncology Analytics is the only platform specifically designed to work seamlessly with MOSAIQ EHR. It analyzes data and generates actionable information to enhance patient care, optimize operations and improve cost savings across your practice.

Smart data for better care.

See what’s possible

Simple, clear dashboards from MOSAIQ Oncology Analytics make it easier than ever to visualize your data and identify new ways to:

- Enhance patient care
- Optimize operations
- Improve cost savings

See your entire practice in one place

Pull data from all of your Elekta MOSAIQ departments.
Enhance your entire oncology network with MOSAIQ® Oncology Analytics

Enhance patient care

- Go from good to great with data that illuminates new opportunities for collaboration and learning
- Help reduce bottlenecks and create leaner workflows with intuitive operational dashboards
- Make an impact with meaningful treatment analysis—captured in custom reports

Optimize operations

- Make more informed care decisions with a flexible dashboard that dives into patient populations, community demographics and referrals
- Optimize your resources by making smart business decisions with actionable information
- Control quality with customizable, dynamic reports

Improve cost savings

- Get an operations overview to see where streamlining makes sense
- Take advantage of cost analysis—and spend money where it matters
- Create an integrated oncology network that runs as intuitively as the dashboard itself